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• The mainstream U.S. firms say, “It’s not us, it’s the Indian firms!”
• Clever PR ploy, but the data shows it false —the abuse is across the board, including the mainstream U.S. firms.
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• What, then, SHOULD be done?
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Industry lobbyists deftly exploit popular images:

- “U.S. tech industry—America’s last bastion of power.”
- “Wow, those software developers must be geniuses!”
- “Johnnie can’t do math, but Jia Ni can!”
- Negative stereotyping of Third World cultures as “cheaters.”
Definitions for This Talk

- H-1B: the H-1B work visa program
- green cards: employer-sponsored permanent residency
- American: U.S. citizen or permanent resident (no race of nativity status implied)
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• recipient of UCD Distinguished Public Service Award, for:
  • H-1B expose’
  • support of Affirmative Action
  • defense of accused Asian-American scientists
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• I know the H-1Bs as people, not as numbers:
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  • active in Chinese immigrant community
  • know many current and former H-1Bs personally
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Badly flawed studies (won’t elaborate here):

- Zavodny (2003) (pro-H-1B)
- Mithas and Lucas (2010) (pro-H-1B)
- Tambe and Hitt (2009) (critical of H-1B)

Hunt ascribes the lower wages to language skills rather than to exploitation. However, the Census data show that language skills don’t affect pay in Silicon Valley, also noted qualitatively in Tang (2000).
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- Angelo Paparelli (Changing Face of Immigration conf., 2010): “I agree with you [Matloff] that the legal prevailing wage is lower than the true market wage.”
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2Cited the legal “actual wage” as remedy. That’s gameable too, but anyway it won’t matter below.
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- Gov. data used to determine prevailing wage do NOT take into account “hot” skill sets, “best and brightest talent,” etc. **So employer can get above-average foreign worker for less than above-average American —i.e. underpay the foreign worker.**
- Prevailing wage is determined by the **job**, not the **worker**. E.g. “Master’s or Android a plus” means prevailing wage is Bachelor’s level, no Android experience.
- No one would be surprised to hear that Intel *et al* use loopholes in the tax code. Immigration code is the same.
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- Since they are claimed to be especially valuable, they should be paid much more\(^3\) than the legal prevailing wage—but they are typically NOT:
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<tbody>
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- Industry lobbyists say employers hire H-1Bs because they are especially valuable, e.g.
  - rare technological skills
  - “best and brightest”
  - postgraduate degree (Master’s, PhD)

- Since they are claimed to be especially valuable, they should be paid much more\(^3\) than the legal prevailing wage—but they are typically NOT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>median wg paid/prevl wg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sw. engineers</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elec. engineers</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyfarth law firm sw. eng.</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\)At least 20 or 30% more; see Matloff (2011).
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<tr>
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<tbody>
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No, it is usually NOT because older Americans don't have up-to-date skills. See backup slides for examples of BofA (Americans forced to train H-1B replacements), ITAA (employers don't want to pay market rate for up-to-date skills) etc.
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- “Shortage” is one of younger—thus cheaper—workers:
  - “...have to hire college students...[B]ecause it’s very expensive to hire only senior talent”—LinkedIn VP, SJ Merc News, 6/28/11
  - “Google, Facebook and Microsoft are aggressively recruiting college students...”—USA Today, 4/20/11
  - “We’re going for the younger engineers...”—SeaMicro CEO, PBS’s Nightly Bus. Report, 9/6/11
  - “Microsoft...[Senior VP] David Vaskevitch...acknowledges that the vast majority of Microsoft hires are young, but that is because...there are fewer of [senior] positions”—Vivek Wadha column, 1/15/08
  - “The half-life of an engineer, software or hardware, is only a few years,” former Intel CEO Craig Barrett
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- No shortage of MS/PhDs. E.g. NACE data show MS wages flat (no PhD data available).
- MS/PhD H-1Bs exploited too! Hunt (2011) shows that those with U.S. grad degrees earn less than natives.\(^4\)
- Foreign CS MS/PhD same talent level (awards, patents, R&D) as Americans, NOT greater; Matloff (2011).

\(^4\)See earlier footnote.
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- Large foreign worker influx is already causing stagnant wage growth.
- “Why hasn’t the growth of high-tech wages kept up?...Foreign students are an important part of the story”—Prof. Clair Brown, UCB
- The stagnant wages are driving our own “best and brightest” away from STEM, to more lucrative fields—finance, MBA, law, medicine. This is an internal brain drain.
- “A young person who is good at math would be crazy to pursue a STEM career”—Tony Carnevale, Georgetown University, 2011
- “Between 2003 and 2006 the percentage of graduates from MIT going into financial services rose...to almost 25%...Financial firms offer considerably higher pay, better career prospects and insulation against off-shoring...”—Forbes Mag., 4/13/11
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Looks dim; too many powerful lobbying groups:

- **industry** (CompeteAmerica, many others)
- **AILA** (immigration lawyers)
- **NAFSA** (university foreign student advisers); plus universities in general

“There were, in fact, a whole lot of folks against [the H-1B increase], but because they are tapping the high-tech community for campaign contributions, they don’t want to admit that in public”—Sen. Robert Bennett, *SF Chronicle*, 10/4/2000

“This [H-1B increase] is not a popular bill with the public. It’s popular with the CEOs...This is a very important issue for the high-tech executives who give the money”—Rep. Tom Davis, *NY Daily News*, 5/3/2000
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Further topics in backup slides, after this one.
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ITAA (industry trade group) report calling for higher H-1B cap, 1997:

*Training employees [in new IT skills]...creates other issues. “You take a $45,000 asset, spend some time and money training him, and suddenly he’s turned into an $80,000 asset,” says Mary Kay Cosmetics CIO Trey Bradley.”...[The newly-upgraded workers] become highly marketable individuals and, therefore, are attractive to other employers.*

*So it’s not a skills issue; it’s a money issue.* Ms. Bradley doesn’t want to pay that $80K.
There Is No Tech Labor Shortage

- Wadhwa studies (e.g. asking HR about hiring bonuses)
- Dice.com, 2011: tech wages up only 1% in 2010
- *SJ Merc News*, 2011: Silicon Valley wages up only 3% since 2009
- NACE, 2011: wages for new CS grads up only 3% from last year
- Carnevale, 2011: engineering wages rising the slowest of any group
- House testimony by TI, 2011: there ARE enough students who get Bachelor’s degrees in engineering
“They’ll Go Home to Compete with Us!”

We should keep the top foreign talents, not the mediocre ones. Research by UCB professor Saxenian shows that even if they stay, they still help companies back home compete with us (through consulting, investment, etc.). We should make sure we do NOT have an internal brain drain, which H-1B is causing.
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